Managing Operational Change with Crew Pairing Optimization

Overview
More than ever, airlines are subject to constant change. Increasing competition,
technological developments, international policies and changes in industry practices are
transforming the entire industry.
Airline operations are constantly disrupted by forces such as unions, regulatory bodies and
competitors and by internal pressures including shareholder expectations for growth and
profitability, potentially resulting in loss of tens, or even hundreds, of millions of dollars
from the bottom line.
Airline operations departments must carefully gauge the impact of impending changes on
the business and quickly devise a response that mitigates adverse effects on both costs and
disruptions to daily services while ensuring optimal operational efficiency.
However, making these complex decisions without the appropriate tools and data can be
very challenging. Fortunately, airline operational planning departments can now use
advanced tools to develop a wide range of “what-if” scenarios to build the most efficient
and cost effective crew pairings enabling them to react to changes before they occur.

Altitude Pairing
This white paper examines common uses of
“what-if” modeling in the airline crew planning
context including negotiating contract terms,
responding to new operational realities,
understanding the impact of regulatory changes
and expanding the business.
Moreover, a case is made for airline-centric
optimization software as a major enabler of “what
if” modeling, since it:
• Automates the complex job of building the
most cost-efficient legal pairings and rosters,
thereby encouraging business analysts and
managers to test multiple scenarios
• Provides the potential to get answers faster by
executing scenarios simultaneously
• Accurately accounts for interrelationships
between rules and data
• Reduces potential human errors
• Explores a vast range of potential solutions
that even the most seasoned planner might
overlook
AD OPT’s Altitude Pairing product is particularly
well-suited for “what if” modeling, with features
including multi-layered data management,
extensive parameterization of planning rules,
snapshots, and pushbutton solving that enable a
wide range of complex analyses to be completed
in a timely and accurate manner. Moreover,
Altitude Pairing’s industry-leading optimization
engine ensures that the most efficient and least
costly pairings are built every time, while
maintaining full compliance with company rules,
union collective agreements and government
regulations.

Building the most efficient and cost effective
crew pairings requires an extensive use of what if
analysis that can be accomplished by harnessing
the power of pairing optimization technology
“what-if” modeling in the airline crew planning
context will allow you gain valuable insight into
the future as well as:
• Effectively negotiating contract agreements
• Rapidly respond to new operational realities
• Fully understand the impact of regulatory
changes
• Strategically expand your business
Improving Negotiation Efficiency
Employment contracts for flight crew lay down
company-specific rules and restrictions related to
issues such as duty pay, rest requirements, and
duty limitations that can have a major impact on
crew pairings and rosters and, ultimately, on the
cost of operating scheduled flights. With “whatif”
modeling, an airline can gain invaluable insights
into the costs and benefits behind the “give and
take” that will inevitably take place during
contract negotiations.

Gaining Insights into the Future

By preparing a series of “what-if” scenarios,
airline analysts and managers can establish
positions on anticipated points before entering
negotiations. These scenarios can also be used to
understand the complex interrelationships
between various contract terms and the impact of
changing existing terms on operating costs and
quality of service. This type of interplay is difficult,
if not impossible, to determine without an
automated modeling tool.

Crew planning is a challenging yet fundamental
task for airlines as it represent one of the largest
operating costs.
Typically, thousands of employees must be
assigned to hundreds of flights with aircraft
varying greatly in equipment and configuration.
Crew skills, experience and preferences must be
taken into account, along with company policies,
union rules and labor regulations.

What-if modeling is also indispensable for testing
various proposals during negotiations. Once
negotiations have begun, all stakeholders are
pressured to respond in a timely fashion. A
modeling tool that can easily be adapted to
changing rules and contract terms and that can
provide answers in short order allows airline
management to quickly put together proposals
that are a win-win for all parties.
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Airline managers need to be ready to face
constant operational changes. What-if modeling
can help managers deal with potential
operational realities such as the planned closure
of an existing base, expected delays due to
heightened airport security, or a sudden surge in
absenteeism due to an unpopular planning rule.
Opening or closing an existing base triggers a
ripple effect on the network, which in turn
impacts on staffing requirements at other bases
and on the overall cost of the operation. Multiple
“what-if” scenarios can be built to balance flying,
mitigate extra costs, or even maximize expected
cost reductions.
In the same way, “what-if” analysis can also help
managers determine the impact on productivity
that a recent terrorist threat will have at various
bases. Furthermore when crew members
suddenly call in sick after the introduction of a
new planning rule, operations managers can
devise a series of scenarios to evaluate
alternatives.

Understanding the Impact of Regulatory
Changes
Over the past decade, several regulatory
schemes have been introduced across the globe
to avoid fatigue in aircrews, such as CAP371 in
the UK, EU-OPS (Subpart Q) in Europe and CARS
in Canada. These schemes are being pushed
further with notions of Fatigue Risk Management,
which are rapidly gaining influence with
regulatory bodies. These notions can have
diverse impact on an airline’s operations,
depending on the type of schedule.
For instance, cargo-based airlines would be
severely hampered by rules that restrict
consecutive night duties, since night-flying is very
common in this industry. What-if scenarios that
model the notions of acclimatization, local night,
and consecutive night duties would help these
airlines quantify the impact and assessing
mitigation strategies.

Passenger-based airlines are less affected by
local night requirements and limits on
consecutive late, night or early morning duties.
However, these airlines may face other fatigue
related rules such as avoiding repetitive landings
at a destination or limiting the number of
consecutive “elongated” duties.
The cost impact of changing an existing rule or
adding a new rule or set of rules can be
devastating to an airline, just as it could present
an opportunity to reap new efficiencies. By
modeling potential changes to existing planning
rules or the introduction of totally new rules, an
airline can establish a decisive position when
contributing to the definition of a new regulatory
scheme. At the very least, “what-if” planning can
enable managers to make necessary adjustments
before new regulations are enacted.
Strategically Expanding the Business
Depending on the segment of the industry in
which an airline finds itself, the impetus to
expand the business can come from intensifying
competition, shareholder demands for growth, or
both.
A sudden expansion of the business can also
occur as a result of a merger. What-if scenarios
are instrumental in quantifying the costs and
benefits of:
• Expanding the fleet
• Opening new bases
• Re-directed flying
• Adding new destinations
What-if scenarios can also help to obtain
significant cost reductions by looking for
untapped efficiencies.
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Leveraging Optimization Technology
Airline-centric optimization software is a major
enabler of “what-if” modeling. By vastly reducing
the manual effort involved in building legal
pairings and rosters, an optimizer can
consistently deliver results that are cost-efficient,
accurate, and operationally robust. Moreover, an
optimizer can rapidly execute a range of reliably
“what-if” scenarios. Since it can run multiple test
cases at once, it is not prone to human errors that
are common in repetitive tasks.
Optimizers are also likely to provide better
decision-making support since, they account for
complex interrelationships. They also generate a
wide range of solutions that may not all be
considered by a planner.
AD OPT’s Altitude Pairing provides direct support
for “what if” modeling through a multitude of
features including:
• Multi-layered data management
• Extensive parameterization of planning rules
• Snapshots,
• Push-button solving.
The notion of a “what-if” scenario is naturally
supported by Altitude Pairing’s unique multilayered management of data including flight
schedules, system parameters and configuration,
and commercial flight information. All data in
Altitude Pairing is organized in layers to provide
isolation between the master database and
individual scenarios. This way, the user can make
any number of changes to information stored at
the scenario level without affecting the master
database. Moreover, multiple “what-if” runs
could be executed simultaneously, since data
across scenarios are independent. Scenario
management
is
also
simplified
through
functionality to create and manage scenarios or
even to copy scenarios. This functionality
accelerates “what-if” modeling by allowing the
user to leverage previously completed work.
Every rule in Altitude Pairing is parameterized,
which gives the planner or business analyst full
control to make adjustments as needed.
Moreover, configuration items such as equipment
types, bases, and co-domiciles can easily be
added, removed or edited at will. Manual
adjustments can also be made to any trip in the

user interface or trips can be built from scratch, in
case the user wants to experiment with a new
concept that is not automatically taken into
account by the optimizer.
When the Altitude Pairing user changes anything
in a scenario, the application automatically
creates a snapshot that captures the complete
state of the scenario. It also provides the user
with a label for each snapshot, which means that
the user can return to any previous state at any
time. This unique functionality is indispensable in
“what-if” modeling, since it enables the planner
or business analyst to make any series of changes
without worrying about keeping track every
change or about starting all over again if a desired
result is not achieved.
Once all parameters have been set as desired,
launching the optimizer is as simple as pushing a
single button. Altitude Pairing automates the
complex recipe of steps that are involved in an
optimization run so that the user can focus on the
particular settings that are of interest in a
scenario. This level of automation enables
planners or business analysts to concentrate on
which optimization levers to adjust as opposed to
the mechanics under the hood.
Pairing could be built manually. However, “whatif” modeling can require a very large number of
simulations in a short time span with minor
variations that can each have important
repercussions. In these situations, the chance of
human error can be high. With so much at stake,
the investment in an automated software solution
can make a lot of sense.
Altitude Pairing’s industry-leading optimization
engine ensures that the most efficient and least
costly pairings are built every time, while
maintaining full compliance with company rules,
union collective agreements and government
regulations. The pioneering algorithms used in
Altitude Pairing systematically explore a vast
number of flight and duty combinations that yield
the best possible pairings while reducing the
chance of human error and consistently
delivering reliable results.
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The AD OPT Solutions Suite
AD OPT a comprehensive crew planning solutions provider, delivers powerful insight for result-driven airlines.
With AD OPT, airlines can link their crew planning activities to strategic objectives in order to determine what is
impacting productivity, profitability, and crew satisfaction – then take decisive action to achieve operational
excellence.
The AD OPT solutions suite delivers enhanced operational flexibility and cost control. It enables you to
automate and optimize your flight operations processes as they relate to strategic planning, fleet and flight
planning, and manpower planning.
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